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Abstract. The combination of parametric modelling with structural analysis prompted new 
synergies between designing and engineering. The connection of structural calculation mod-
els such as Karamba3d [1] to algorithmic modelling platforms such as Grasshopper3d al-
lowed to embed tools for analysis and simulation into the environment of creative design pro-
cesses.  

This way structural analysis advanced from its single sided calculation “duty” towards partici-
pation in design language of articulated structural expression.  

3d-concrete-printing serves as a great new territory to apply the potential of real-time para-
metric structural analysis in the built environment of rapid prototyping and robotic fabrication. 
While 3d-printed-concrete rapidly advanced in technology and empiric know-how, so also 
grew the ambition to utilize them for larger purposes and bigger building projects.  

Known requirements such as structural integrity according to building code, interfaces for 
construction or waterproofing pose clear challenges for further realizations.  

In order to develop 3d-concrete-printing to its full potential all challenges must serve as op-
portunities to dissect and rethink established norms and practices, and to construct a new 
interdisciplinary rule book for an emerging building technology. In this field working through 
challenges via prototypes serve as great basis for development and allows for an applied 
discourse within the wider community.  

Furthermore to address challenges a flexible toolbox for structural analysis such as Karam-
ba3d [1] offers the potential to serve as an open instrument for structural analysis and to 
promote 3d-concrete-printing within that interdisciplinary effort to its next level. On the one 
hand the tool enables to suggest customized and optimized rebar layouts which could sup-
port the development of 3D-concrete-printing further. By enabling this more customizable 
calculation and tailored real time feedback for complex structures, solutions can develop 
more structurally informed. On the other hand, recent developments with Karamba3D within 
our office of Bollinger+Grohmann have shown the possibility of real time feedback loops be-
tween the physical printing process and the digital calculation model.  

Both developments show the potential that material systems can be optimized towards spe-
cific patterns or values of forces, or structures can be evaluated in real time for their load 
bearing capacity while hardening during printing. 
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